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INTRODUCT10N

IMPATr diodeJhave shown their excellency in tie microwave frequency range higher thtt attained
by the other devices Of the same dimensiOn and material. But they were two tenll■

nal devices and

require additional circuit techniques and components to use as a.wlifiers。

On the other hand,
to attain high frequency amplificatiOn, an IGFET has obstacles such as increase of input and output
loss in microwave frequency range and drain to gate feed back cttacitancF With insulated gate
controling carriers trasitting with saturation velocity, IMPATT diodes will find their undeveloP―

ed application and remove obstacles with an IGFET.

DEVICE STRUCTURES and FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS
Figs.1,2 and 5 show device structures prOposed and experiment,1ly fabricated. A non―

Planar type
back capacitance but suffers from high
output capacitanceo A Planar type device can realize small output capacitance but fine pattemin=
device can Offer a small input time constant and small feed‐

technology is required to reduce it's input tine constant.
A siIIplifified structure fOr a first order estimation of the device characteristics is shown in

Fig. 4. Cate field, Ec in semicOnductor is given by

EG=VG/Cttt trase/こ

)

一― (1リ

where,t and tl denOtes length of line of force of gate field in semiconductor and gate insulator,
and eЪ eand
V° lt,ge.

εris dielectric constant Of the semiconductOr and gate insulator. VG iS gate tO sOurce

This fi。 ld EG iS added tO drain field, ED

ED= 7。 /Z
---_ (2)
to control the avalanche breakdown in avalanche region under gate.
between ionization coefficient, and electric field E as eq. (3'),
d - do exP- b ( E"/e )' *-' - c3)

static characteristics at low level current

tr=rs r f J
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J

d,dx)-t

Assuming folLowing

relation

can be expressed as,

---.(4)

t l- do t ert -aFi4eqtEeilo(o Lp erp- b!,'/er)* -l-J---tql

In the above equation, carriers are assuned for the simpJ.isity to transit in the avalanche region
nearly along the quarter circular trajectory shown by a dotted Line in Fig.4 and tufii to a straight
trajectory to low resistive drain. t ificreases up to nearly L, as the gate bias V" increases.
f
ta
Static voltage gain, A = VO/Valr^=
reduces as VO increases. A device with tr=1000I.and drain
"onra.gain of about 30 at low gate bias ( VGe25).
to source length, L=3 will showuvoltage
Snall signal parameters will refl.ect the delay and negative resistance in the avalanche region
the transit delay of the drift region.

and

EXPERI},IENTAL RESUTTS

Devices shown in Fig3.112 and 3 are experimontall.y fabricated. Fig.5 shows static characteristics
of a planar type transistor. Static voltage gain is realiged as predicted by a sinrple theory.
Break down voltage showed initial "walk-outrr due to charging of carrier charge into traps in the
gate oxide. Ihis charging effect was not observed in pulsed avalanche breakdown of lrtOS diodes made
by the sane oxidation and netalization process with the device. Ttris indicates that one of the
origins of this traps in the devices' oxide nay be. strain caused by irnpurity diffusion or oxide
step between thick and thin oxide. Trap free oxide process throughout fabrication processes should
be developed to reduce the walk-out of the breakdown voltage.
‐1■ 8‑

Measured snall signal paraneters of a non-planar type
y22,
device shows characteristic features in Y11"
"nd
^t
shown in Figs.6 asd 8. For instance, they decrease-as siga
na1 frequency increases. This tendency can be explained by

CONCLUSION

and
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A new device, Insulat,ed Gate Avalanche Transistor
(IGAT) was proposed and experinentally fabricated. The

in the GHz frequency range.

device showed reasonable gain

walk-out of breakdown voltage was Left to await trap
free oxide process, Control of negative resistance of
IMPATT node by gate electrode will''be expected.
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of the experinental devices.
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VD= 40V
1o=-0.5n4
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a inductive conponent in the avalanche region, In case of
a conventionaL IGFET these paraneters increases as the
signal frequency increases. As shown in Fig.7, power gain
is calculated as 7dB at 2GHz fron neasured s-paraneters
and the experinental device shows relatively high gain
under the low current bias of ID=0.SnA.
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an e:gerimenlal ly-faLricated
non-planar t-;rye IGAT.
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